The programs and universities below may be of particular interest to education and human development minors.

Not all programs are Colby approved. Some may require a petition or a language pre-requisite.

EXAMPLES OF UNIVERSITY-BASED PROGRAMS

Many universities abroad will have an education or social work department, some with community volunteer or teaching opportunities including:

**Ireland:** University College Cork

**Northern Ireland:** IFSA-Butler: Stranmillis University College Teacher Education, Queen's University Belfast

**Scotland**
University of Edinburgh
University of St Andrews
University of Glasgow

**Spain:** Colby in Salamanca – Integrated Program

**Africa:** CIEE in Cape Town

**Latin America**
Butler Univ-Peru: Pontificia Universidad Católica (PUC) del Perú
CIEE Buenos Aires, Brazil, Chile

**USA:** Howard university

_Not all courses taken in these programs/universities will qualify for credit towards the education and human development minor. Faculty approval is needed for each course._
EXAMPLES OF STUDY-CENTER AND FIELD-BASED PROGRAMS

Some study-center-based programs and field-based programs have education and human development focused programs.

**Denmark:** DIS Child Development & Diversity program

**Spain:** CIEE Seville Teaching Development program

**Chile:** SIT Chile: Comparative Education and Social Change

**USA, Nepal, Jordan & Chile:** IHP/Comparative: Human Rights: Foundations, Challenges, and Advocacy

**South Africa:** SIT South Africa: Multiculturalism and Human Rights

**USA:** Washington Semester, American University

*Not all courses taken in these programs/universities will qualify for credit towards the education and human development minor. Faculty approval is needed for each course.*